We present a new model, based on monads, for performing input/output in a non-strict, purely func~,ional language. It is composable, extensible, efficient, requires no extensions to the type system, and extends smoothly to incorporate mixed-language working and in-place array updates.
Introduction
Input/output has always appeared to be one of the less satisfactory features of purely functional languages: fitting action into the functional paradigm feels like fitting a square block into a round hole. Closely related difficulties are associated with performing in-place update operations on arrays, and calling arbitrary procedures written in some other (possibly side-effecting) language.
Some mostly-functional limguages, such as Lisp or SML, deal successfully with input/output by using side effects.
We focus on purely-functional solutions, which rule out side effects, for two reasons, Firstly, the absence of side effects permits unrestricted use of equational reasoning and program transformat~on. Secondly, we are interested in non-strict languages, in which the order of evaluation (and hence the order of any side effects) is deliberately unspecified; laziness and Eide effect are fundam ent ally inimical.
There is no shortage of pr,)posals for input/output in lazy functional languages, some of which we survey later, but no one solution has become accepted as the consensus. This paper outlines a new approach based on monads (Moggi [1989] ; Wadler [1992] ; Wadler [1990] ), with a number of noteworthy features.
q It is composable.
Large programs which engage in 1/0 are constructed by gluing together smaller proPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given order functions and lazy evaluation, this gives a highly expressive medium in which to express 1/0. performing computations (Sectior, 2.2) ---quite the reverse of the sentiment with which we begim this section.
We compare the monadic approach to 1/0 with other stand:u'd approaches: dialogues and continuations (Section 3), and effect systems ancl linear types (Section 7).
It is easily extensible.
The key to our implementation is to extend Haskell with a single form that allc~ws one to call an any procedure written in the programming language C (Kernighan & Ritchie [1978] ), without losing referential transparency (S,sction 2.3). Using it programmers can readily extend the power of t hc 1/0 system, by writing Haskell functions which call operating system procedures.
It is eficient.
Our Haskell compiler has C as its target code. Given a Haskell prog:am pe rforming arl 1/0 loop, the compiler can produce C code which is very similar to that which one would write by hand (Section 4). (Section 6). Our implement ation is eflicient enough that we can define monolithic Haskell array operations in terms of incremental arrays. Hudak have proposed a similar method based on cent inuations. Our method is more general than his in the following sense: monads can implement continuations, but not the converse.
It is based (only,) on the Ilimiley-Milner type system. Some other proposals require linear types or existen. tial tj pes; ours does not.
We have implemented all that we describe in the context of a compiler for Haskell (Hudak et al. [1992] ), with the exception of the extension to arrays and reference types. The entire 1/0 system provided by our compiler is written in Haskell, using the non-standard extensions we describe below. In this section we briefly t:ompare our approach with two other popular ones, dialogues and continuations.
13ialogues
The 1/0 system specified for the Haskell language (Hudak et al, [1992] ) is based on dzalogues, also called iazy streams (Dwelly [1989] ; O'Donnell [1985] ; Thompson [1989] ). In Haskell, the value of the program has type Dialogue, A system "wrapper program" repeatedly gets the next request from the list of requests returned by main, interprets and performs it, and attaches the response to the end of the response list to which main is applied.
Here, for example, is the echo program written using a Dialogue.
(In Haskell xs ! ! n extracts the n'th element from the list xs.) This may show up in a variety of ways. If the "2" in dle above prograi-rl was erroneously written as '<I" the program woulci fail with a pattern-mathing error in getCharIO; if it were written "3" it would deadlock.
The Response data type has to contain a constructor for every possible response to every request. Even though Put c may only ever return a response OKChar, the pattern-matching performed hy get has to take account of all these other responses.
Even more seriously, the style is not composable:
there is no direct way to take two va(ues of typ<, [1988] ). This causes both duplicated work and a space leak, but no more efficient purely-func-fiional emulation is known. The reverse function, ioToD does not suffer from these problems, and this asymmetry is the main reason that Dialogues are specified as primitive in Haskell. We return to this this matter in Section 5 3.
Continuations
The continuation-style 1/0 model ( Since we might want to do some more 1/0 after the echoing is completed, we musl, provide echo with a continuii- 
Converting between continuation a~dIO execution is drivenby a "wrapper" program, which evaluates main, performs the operation inc~icated by the constructor, and applies the continuat,ion inside theconstruc- What is there to choose between these this representation of the IO type and the one we described initially (Section 4)? The major tradeoff seems to be this with the continuation-passing representation, every use of bindIO (even if unfolded) requires the construction of one heapallocated continuation.
In contrast, the implementation we described earlier keeps the continuation implicitly on the stack, which is slightly cheaper in our system.
There is a cost to pay for the e,arlier representation, namely that a heavily left-skewed c~mposit ion of b ind 10s can cause the stack to grow rather large.
In contrast, the continuation-passing implementation may use a lot of heap for such a composition, but its stack usage is constant.
The main point is that the implementor is free to choose the represent ation for IO based only on considerations of efficiency and resource usage; the choice makes no difference to the interface seen bv the rxosmammer. In practice, we expect, that, delayIO will be used mainly by system programmt;rs.
With the aid of delayIO (and a few new primitives suck as fOpenIO), it is easy to write a lazy readFile: A nice feature of the implementation technique outlined in Section 4 is that delayIO is very Here, newWorld is a value of type World conjured up out of thin air, and discarded when the action m has been performed.
Assignment and reference variables
Earlier, in Section 3.1, we discussed the apparently in- With the aid of these primitives it is possible to write an efficent emulation of Dialogues using IO (Figure 3 ). The idea is to mimic a system which directly implements Dialogues, which follows the processing of each requesi, with a destructive update to add a new response to the end of the list of responses, Notice the uses of del ayI O, which reflects the fact that there is no guarantee thal, dialogue will not evaluate a response before it has emitted a request. If this occurs, the un-assigned variable is evaluated, which elicits a suitable error message.
References in languages such as ML require a weakened form of polymorphism in order to maintain type safety (Tofte [1990] 
Arrays
The approach we take to 1/0 smoothly extends to arrays wit h in-place update. Hudak has recently proposecl a similar method based on continuations.
For 1/(), the monad and continuation approaches are interdefinable. For arrays, it turns out that monads can implement con-tinuations, but not the converse.
Let Arr be the type of arrays taking indexes of type Ind Here is the code. The update in this program can be performed by overwriting, but some care is required wit l-. the order of evaluation. In the last line, the lookup must occur be~oi-e the recursive call which may update the array. Some work has been done on analysing when update can be pm-formed inplace, but it is rather tricky (Bless [1989] ; Hudak [1986] ).
Monadic arrays
We believe that single threading is too important to leave to the vagaries of an analyser. Instead, we use monads tc, and the pointer to the array. To enforce the necessary sequencing, we augment the above specification with the requirement that lookupA and updat eA are strict in the index and array arguments (but need not be strict in tht:
The above is given for purposes of specification only -the actual implementation is along the lines of Section 4. This is somewhat lengthier than the previous example, but it is guaranteed safe to implement update by overwriting.
Continuation arrays
An alternative method of guaranteeing single threading for arrays has been proposed byHudak [1992] . Like the previous work of Swarup, Reddy & Ireland [1991] , it is based on continuations, but unlike that work it requires no change to the type system. It is an easy exercise in equational reasoning to to prove that this implementation is correct in terms c)f the speci-.
fications in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. 
Again, it is easy to prove this implementation satisfies the given specifications. spect effect systems or linear t:ypes may be superior; see sky [1990] ; Gutiman & Hudak [1990] ; Wadler [1990] ). An.
below. other is the type system proposed by the Nijmegen Clean group, which is more ad-hoc but has been tested in practhe programmer (Achten, Groningen & Plasmeijer [1992] ; tical applications similar to our own (Achten, Groningen Hammond, Wadler & Brady [1991] 
